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Abstract 
An advanced loss analysis method for silicon (Si) wafer solar cells is introduced. The capabilities of 
the method are exemplified for an 18.1% efficient p-type Czochralski-grown monocrystalline Si wafer 
solar cell. The method is based on a set of high-precision measurements, including light and dark current-
voltage, hemispherical reflectance, quantum efficiency, and photo- and electroluminescence intensity 
images. The analysis provides a detailed quantification (in W/cm2) of the seven main power loss 
mechanisms in a silicon wafer solar cell: Front metal shading, front surface reflectance in the active cell 
area, front surface escape of light, series resistance, shunt resistance, non-perfect active-area internal 
quantum efficiency, and the forward-bias current at the one-sun maximum power point. The presented 
loss analysis method is entirely based on measured parameters and does not involve any curve fitting or 
computer modelling of the solar cell. The only assumptions behind the quantification of the various loss 
mechanisms are that the cell can be described with a one-diode equivalent circuit model and that it obeys 
the superposition principle. 
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1. Introduction 
A precise quantification of the most important loss mechanisms is crucial for the further development 
of any solar cell technology. Here, we introduce an advanced loss analysis method for silicon wafer solar 
cells. The details of the method and its capabilities are exemplified below for an 18.1% efficient p-type 
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Czochralski (Cz) grown mono-Si wafer solar cell fabricated at the Solar Energy Research Institute of 
Singapore (SERIS). The investigated cell has a phosphorus-diffused homogeneous emitter at the front 
surface and an aluminium-alloyed back surface field layer (“Al-BSF”) at the rear surface. The metal 
contacts were made by screen printing of silver (grid-like front electrode) and aluminium (full-area rear 
electrode). Photos of the cell are shown in Figure 1. 
 
       
Fig. 1. Photo of the front and rear surface of the investigated Si wafer solar cell. The 156 mm × 156 mm pseudo-square wafer is 
approximately 180 microns thick. 
2. The Method 
The analysis method is based on the following set of high-precision measurements: 
• One-sun (AM1.5G, 100 mW/cm2, 25°C cell temperature) current-voltage (I-V) curve, using a 
super-class-A solar simulator with steady-state illumination of the entire solar cell 
• Dark I-V curve (25°C cell temperature) 
• Suns-Voc curve  
• Hemispherical reflectance curve 
• Cell area 
• Shading fraction (or “metallisation fraction”) of the front surface due to the metal electrode 
• Differential external quantum efficiency curve (whereby for each measured wavelength, the entire 
cell is illuminated by both monochromatic light and white bias light) 
• Images of the photo- and electroluminescence intensity of the cell 
 
From the one-sun I-V curve (Figure 2), the standard one-sun solar cell parameters are determined: 
Open-circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit current density Jsc, fill factor FF, efficiency Eff, maximum power 
point voltage Vmpp, maximum power point current density Jmpp. The values for the investigated solar cell 
are listed in Table 1. The one-sun I-V tester used in this work (model SolSim-210 from Aescusoft, 
Germany) has a super-class-A solar simulator (model WXS-220S-L2 from Wacom, Japan) that 
illuminates an area of 220 mm × 220 mm. This I-V tester is also capable of measuring the dark I-V curve 
of the device (see Figure 3). The shunt resistance Rshunt of the solar cell is determined from a linear fit to 
the dark I-V curve, within the voltage range +50 mV to -50 mV. 
By shifting the measured one-sun I-V curve by Jsc from the fourth to the first quadrant and assuming 
that the solar cell obeys the superposition principle, the series resistance at the one-sun maximum power 
point (Rs.light) is determined from the voltage gap between the dark and one-sun I-V curves, as described in 
Ref. [1]. The two I-V curves are shown in Figure 3, and the Rs.light value (0.61 Ωcm2) measured with this 
method is listed in Table 1. Also shown in Figure 3 is the Rs-corrected light I-V curve, whereby it is 
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assumed that, for voltages above the Rs-corrected Vmpp, this curve is a single-exponential curve with 
ideality factor neff and diode saturation current density J0.eff. From the measured Suns-Voc curve (not 
shown here), the pseudo fill factor (pFF) of the solar cell is determined [2]. This parameter is a good 
indicator of the quality of the p-n junction (diode ideality factor, shunt resistance).  
The quantum efficiency measurement system used in this work (model Fimo-210 from Aescusoft, 
Germany) has a filter wheel based monochromator with 34 individual filters. The illuminated area in the 
measurement plane is up to 210 mm × 210 mm. White bias light (intensity up to one sun) from steady-
state halogen lamps is superimposed onto the chopped monochromatic light, giving a differential 
quantum efficiency. The linearity of the cell (i.e., the independence of the spectral response from the bias 
light intensity) is checked at a wavelength of 881 nm. If the cell is non-linear, the spectral response is 
determined by measuring the differential spectral response at various bias light intensities for every 
wavelength and subsequent integration to obtain the real one-sun spectral response curve [3]. From the 
spectral response measurement, the standard external quantum efficiency (EQE, shown in Figure 4) of the 
solar cell is determined using the calibration values from the used reference cell. The reference cell has a 
similar size as the measured solar cell, which minimises effects from lateral non-uniformities of the 
intensities of the monochromatic light and the bias light. The hemispherical reflectance curve in Figure 4 
was measured with a photospectrometer (model Lambda 950 from PerkinElmer, USA) and a 150-mm 
diameter integrating sphere, whereby the illuminated cell area was 5 mm × 8 mm. This measurement data 
is used to calculate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE, see Figure 4) from the EQE measurement. Due 
to the relatively small illuminated area in our reflectance measurement tool, measurements need to be 
taken at several locations on the cell to confirm that the cell’s reflectance is spatially uniform (if it is not 
uniform, a spatially averaged hemispherical reflectance needs to be determined). The determination of the 
reflectance R(λ) of the entire solar cell (see Figure 4) involved R measurements in cell regions with and 
without metal busbars, as well as the measurement of the cell’s metallisation fraction on the front surface. 
In addition to the standard reflectance, IQE and EQE curves of the solar cell, the corresponding curves 
for the active area (i.e., the metal-free regions of the front surface) of the solar cell are also determined 
(see Figure 5). The metallised area of the cell’s front surface is measured using an automated 3D vision 
measurement system (model Sunny Instruments from MeasurVision, Singapore). The reflectance Raa of 
the active cell area is subsequently calculated from the measured hemispherical reflectance, the measured 
metallisation fraction of the front surface, and the measured reflectance of the used front metal grid. The 
IQE of the active area (IQEaa, see Figure 5) is then calculated using the measured metallisation fraction of 
the cell and the calculated Raa of the metal-free area. The IQEaa will be used below for the quantification 
of the recombination losses in the short-circuited cell. 
Then follows an evaluation of the spatial uniformity of the electrical properties of the solar cell using a 
commercial luminescence imaging tool (model LIS-R1 from BT Imaging, Australia). Three different 
images are produced: (i) a photoluminescence (PL) image (Figure 6) at one-sun open-circuit conditions 
using illumination with a 808-nm laser, (ii) an electroluminescence (EL) image in the dark (Figure 7) 
obtained by passing a forward current through the cell that is similar to the cell’s one-sun short-circuit 
current, and (iii) an image of the spatially resolved series resistance of the solar cell (Figure 8). The series 
resistance image is derived from a sequence of PL and EL images, as described by Kampwerth et al. [4]). 
The PL image has a good spatial uniformity, showing that the electronic quality of the investigated 
silicon wafer solar cell is spatially uniform and that there are no localised shunts. The EL image also 
exhibits a relatively good spatial uniformity, apart from a few broken front fingers. The main reason for 
the non-uniformity in the EL image are the differences in the local series resistance, see Figure 8. The 
colour scale in this figure ranges from black (0.40 Ωcm2) to white (0.76 Ωcm2), revealing that the local 
series resistance of the cell varies by almost a factor of two across the cell’s surface. As expected, the cell 
regions along the front busbars have the lowest values for the local series resistance, whereas the local 
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series resistance generally increases with increasing distance from the busbars. The local series resistance 
values of Figure 8 are consistent with the measured lumped series resistance of the solar cell (0.61 Ωcm2, 
see Table 1). 
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Fig. 2. Measured one-sun current-voltage and power-voltage 
curves. 
Fig. 3. Measured dark J-V, Jsc-shifted light J-V and Rs-
corrected light J-V curves.  The Rs-corrected light J-V curve is 
determined by connecting the two points (Vmpp + RsJmpp , Jsc - 
Jmpp) and (Voc , Jsc). 
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Fig. 4. Measured external quantum efficiency (EQE), internal 
quantum efficiency (IQE) and hemispherical reflectance (R) 
curves of the entire cell (including busbars). 
Fig. 5. Measured EQEaa, IQEaa and Raa curves of the active 
area (aa) of the cell (i.e., the area not covered by the front 
electrode). 
 
Table 1: Measured and derived solar cell parameters (for AM1.5G illumination). WAR1000 is the AM1.5G-weigthed front surface 
reflectance of the entire solar cell, in the wavelength range 300-1000 nm. 
Area 
(cm2) 
fmetal 
(%) 
WAR1000 
(%) 
WAR1000,aa 
(%) 
Eff 
(%) 
Voc 
(mV) 
Jsc 
(mA/cm2) 
Vmpp 
(mV) 
Jmpp 
(mA/cm2) 
FF 
(%) 
pFF# 
(%) 
Rs.light 
(Ωcm2) 
Rshunt 
(kΩcm2) 
neff## J0.eff 
(A/cm2) 
238.5 7.31 6.67 2.57 18.1 624.4 37.0 524.8 34.6 78.6 82.2 0.61 2.4 1.12 1.34×10-11 
# pFF (“pseudo FF”) is the fill factor obtained from the Suns-Voc curve (not shown here). 
## Effective ideality factor and diode saturation current are calculated from the Rs-corrected light J-V curve (from MPP to Voc). 
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Fig. 6. Measured PL intensity image 
under one-sun Voc conditions. 
Fig. 7. Measured EL intensity image in 
the dark, for a forward current of 8 A. 
Fig. 8. Derived spatial distribution of the 
one-sun series resistance Rs.light (in Ωcm2). 
 
Table 2: Summary of the various loss mechanisms of the solar cell at the one-sun maximum power point. The losses are calculated 
from a one-diode equivalent circuit analysis including series and shunt resistance. 
 
LOSS MECHANISM Full Area+ 
Loss 
(mA/cm2) 
Loss++ 
(mW/cm2) 
Optical losses (up to λ  = 1200 nm): 
 Metal shading 
 Front surface reflectance (active area)+++ 
 Front surface escape^ 
5.2 
3.4 
1.4 
0.4 
2.7 
1.8 
0.7 
0.2 
Resistance losses: 
 Series resistance 
 Shunt resistance 
n.a. 
n.a. 
0.2 
0.8 
0.7 
0.1 
Recombination losses: 
 Non-perfect IQE (up to λ = 1200 nm)^^ 
 Forward-bias current at MPP 
7.2 
5.1 
2.2 
3.8 
2.7 
1.1 
Total losses: 12.6 7.3 
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+ Values are normalized to the full area of the solar cell. 
++ The power losses in the resistors are calculated via P = VI: Pseries = Rs.lightJmpp2 and Pshunt = Vshunt2/Rshunt, whereby Vshunt = Vmpp + 
Rs.lightJmpp. The power loss in the diode due to the forward bias voltage is calculated via P = Vshunt (Jsc-Jmpp). 
+++ Calculated from the active-area reflectance data (Raa) in the wavelength range of 300-1200 nm. 
^ Light that entered the solar cell but was not absorbed and escaped through the front surface. Calculated from the active-area 
reflectance data (Raa) in the wavelength range 1000-1200 nm. 
^^ Recombination loss (non-perfect IQE) includes optical losses at the rear surface (metal absorption and/or transmission). 
 
The final part of the analysis is a detailed determination of the power loss (in mW/cm2) in the solar cell 
due to the following mechanisms: Front metal shading, front surface reflectance of the active cell area, 
front surface escape of light (i.e., photons that enter the cell but are not absorbed and escape through the 
front surface), series resistance, shunt resistance, non-perfect IQEaa for wavelengths up to 1200 nm, and 
the forward-bias current at the one-sun maximum power point. This loss analysis is based on the standard 
single-diode equivalent circuit model of p-n junction solar cells.  
The calculated losses of the investigated Si wafer solar cell are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen 
that in this particular case the dominant loss mechanism (37%) is the non-perfect IQE in the active cell 
area, followed by front metal shading (24%) and the forward-bias current at the one-sun MPP (16%). 
Thus, the easiest way to improve the efficiency of this particular solar cell is to implement an emitter with 
a better blue response and a front electrode with a lower shading fraction.  
Table 2 also shows the current losses at the 1-sun MPP corresponding to the seven loss mechanisms. 
The total current loss amounts to 12.6 mA/cm2. The sum of this current loss and the measured Jmpp of the 
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cell (34.6 mA/cm2, see Table 1) is 47.2 mA/cm2, which agrees well with the total possible current from 
the AM1.5G spectrum for wavelengths up to 1200 nm. 
3. Conclusions 
A precise quantification of the most important loss mechanisms is crucial for the further development 
of any solar cell technology. In this paper, an advanced loss analysis method for silicon wafer solar cells 
was introduced. The capabilities of the method were exemplified for an 18.1% efficient p-type Cz Si 
wafer solar cell. The analysis method is based on a set of high-precision measurements, including light 
and dark I-V, hemispherical reflectance, quantum efficiency, and photo- and electroluminescence 
intensity images. The analysis provides a detailed quantification (in W/cm2) of the seven main power loss 
mechanisms in  a Si wafer solar cell: Front metal shading, front surface reflectance in the active cell area, 
front surface escape of light, series resistance, shunt resistance, non-perfect active-area IQE, and the 
forward-bias current at the one-sun maximum power point. 
It is emphasised that the presented loss analysis method is entirely based on measured parameters and 
does not involve any curve fitting or computer modelling of the solar cell. The only assumptions behind 
the quantification of the various loss mechanisms are that the solar cell can be described with a one-diode 
equivalent circuit model and that it obeys the superposition principle. The latter means that, if the impacts 
of the parasitic resistances (Rseries, Rshunt) are eliminated, the dark and Jsc-shifted illuminated I-V curves of 
the cell are identical. 
For the investigated Si wafer solar cell, the analysis revealed that the dominant loss mechanism is the 
non-perfect IQE in the active cell area (37%), followed by front metal shading (24%) and the forward-
bias current at the one-sun MPP (16%). The easiest way to improve the efficiency of this particular solar 
cell is thus to implement an emitter with a better blue response and a front electrode with a lower shading 
fraction. 
Over the past 12 months, the presented loss analysis method has been found to be very useful at SERIS 
for the improvement of a range of Si wafer solar cells. The method is not limited to Si wafer solar cells, 
but can easily be adapted to other wafer based PV technologies (such as GaAs), to thin-film solar cells, 
and to PV modules. 
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